
Your hand can be any size you need it
Week Six

When drawing, at least in the tradition of
publication, we are always translating space onto a
two dimensional surface within some sort of format
or frame associated with that representation. This
format allows us to see the impact of specific visual
elements in proportion to the image as a whole.
One of the ways we have already attempted to
control our observation of these proportions is
moving away from our drawing to see the whole
image. This week we will be moving our subject
matter instead of ourselves through a process you
probably know called thumbnailing: the process of
drawing a small scale sketch of an image to
understand the composition in a short amount of
time. We will be traveling in space through our
thumbnail, to feel closer and farther away from our
subject.

Drawing in a small scale makes your marks
larger, as if using a bigger brush, or a larger piece
of charcoal. This achieves an entirely different
result than the same tool does on a larger scale
surface. This week we will be using our ability to
control the scale of our image as a way of
accessing a variety of mark and distance when
representing our subject.



Visual language is often about the context you give yourself for interpreting it within. A
larger image will ask you to find smaller information or think about broader relationships. As you
move away from a sign it becomes harder to read. Cecily Brown IMG 1-2 will make many
iterations of the same painting on small pages until moving on to a larger (sometimes over 9ft
tall) canvas.

WEEK SIX ASSIGNMENT:

Draw from a mirror, webcam, or anything else you can see yourself in. Try to see at least your
entire torso when you are drawing. Using a whole page of your largest sketchpad, draw a 1” by
2” rectangle in the center. In this rectangle draw everything you see including your environment.
Then draw a slightly larger rectangle around the drawing, about a centimeter larger on all sides.
Grow the previous drawing to fit this page, keeping all the proportions and important visual
moments in the image. We will repeat this process until your drawing expands to the whole
page.


